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The interval number of a simple undirected graph G, denoted i(G), is the least non-negative 
integer r for which we can assign to each vertex in G a collection of at most r intervals on the 
real ine such that two distinct vertices uand w of G are adjacent if and only if some interval for 
v has non-empty intersection with some interval for w. J.R. Griggs proved that i(G)<_k for each 
graph G with fewer than 4k vertices (ke IN). In addition, a result of W.T. Trotter and F. Harary 
shows that there xists agraph on 4k vertices which has interval number k+ 1: these authors deter- 
mined i(Kn, m) for each complete bipartite graph Kn, m and, in particular, they found that 
i(K2k,2k)=k+l (keIN). Here it is proved that i(G)<k still holds for each graph G on 4k 
vertices, except for K2k.2 k (ke IN). This settles a conjecture of Trotter. 
1. Introduction 
The interval number  of a (finite, simple and undirected) graph G was introduced 
to generalize interval graphs. A graph G is called an interval graph if it is possible 
to assign to each vertex of G an interval on the real line such that two distinct ver- 
tices of G are adjacent if and only if the corresponding intervals have non-empty 
intersection. In [5,11], Trotter and Harary and, independently, Griggs and West 
generalized this concept by introducing the interval number  i (G)  of a graph G which 
is defined as the least non-negative integer for which we can assign to each vertex 
in G a collection of at most r intervals on the real line such that two distinct vertices 
v and w of G are adjacent if and only if some interval for o has non-empty intersec- 
t ion with some interval for w. Then interval graphs are exactly the graphs with in- 
terval number at most one. Note that in the above definitions it may be assumed 
w.l.o.g, that all intervals under consideration are closed and bounded. 
Several authors have noticed that interval graphs and interval numbers are useful 
in scheduling and allocation problems. For the various applications of interval 
graphs, see for example the books of Golumbic [3] and Roberts [9]. Possible ap- 
plications of interval numbers are shortly discussed in [6, 8,10]. For example in [10], 
the authors point out that interval numbers may have applications concerning cer- 
tain investigations on the structure of genes (see Chambon [2]). Recent results on 
interval numbers can be found in [7,8,10,12]. 
The concern of the present paper is to prove the following conjecture which is due 
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to Trotter (see [4]). A result of Griggs [4] states that i(G)<_k for each graph G 
with fewer than 4k vertices (ke N). In a sense, this is sharp since i(K2k,2k)=k+ 1 
(k e N), which was shown by Trotter and Harary in [11]. Trotter's conjecture, and 
the result of the present paper, is that i(G)<_k still holds for each graph G on 4k 
vertices, except for K2k,2 k (k e N). Thus among the graphs with at most 4k vertices, 
K2k,2 k is the unique graph G for which i(G) is maximal. 
2. Terminology 
We adopt the terminology of Griggs [4]; for basic graph-theoretical concepts and 
notations, see the book of Bondy and Murty [1]. All definitions and notations that 
are not explained in this paper can be found in one of these two references. Never- 
theless, it is still necessary to provide some additional terminology. All graphs con- 
sidered in this paper are finite, simple and undirected. The letter G always denotes 
a graph. V(G) and E(G) denote the vertex set and edge set of G, respectively. A 
representation of G is a mapping f that assigns to each o e V(G) a finite set f(v) of 
closed, bounded intervals on the real line ~ such that, for each pair of distinct 
v, we V(G), v and w are adjacent in G if and only if some interval o f f (v )  has non- 
empty intersection with some interval of f(w). For Fc_E(G), G[F] denotes the 
subgraph of G that has F as its edge set and, as its vertex set, all vertices of G which 
are incident with some edge of F. I f  f is a representation f G[F], then f will also 
(simply) be called a representation o fF  (Fc_ E(G)). In connection with representa- 
tions f ,  we shall sometimes prefer to use more informal terminology which either 
is explained in [4] or is immediately clear from the context. For example, the expres- 
sions " / i s  a v-interval" or " /represents v" both mean the same, namely that Ie f (v)  
for the particular epresentation f which is under consideration. 
Let f  be a representation f G and let v e V(G). Further, let b be a point on the 
real line. We say (terminology of [10]) that v has a broken end b in f if there exists 
some I ef(v) such that (i) b is an endpoint of I and (ii) b ~ J for each J ef(w) (w--l: v) 
and each Je f (v)  \ {I}. Let/,  Jbe  closed, bounded intervals of the real line such that 
I and J have the same left endpoint and I is properly contained in J. Then J is called 
a right extension of L Similarly, a left extension is defined. In the proof of our 
theorem, we shall carry out several times the following operation which changes a 
given representation f *  into a new representation f .  For some vertex v, we drop a 
certain o-interval I from f*(v) and insert, instead of I, a new o-interval J which is 
a right or left extension of I. (Doing this we will always take care that the resulting 
f represents the same graph as f* . )  In this case, the described exchange will also be 
called a right or left extension of I, and, for simplicity, the new (extended) v-interval 
will again be denoted by 1. As usual, IM[ denotes the cardinality of a set M. N 
denotes the set of positive integers. 
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3. Proof of Trotter's Conjecture 
In this section, we assume that the reader is familiar with the details of Griggs 
[4]. The proof of the following Lemma 1 is omitted since the lemma can easily be 
proved by a construction which is similar to the constructions used by Trotter and 
Harary in their proof of [11, Theorem 2]. (For example, one can proceed as shown 
in Fig. 1 for k = 2, where aj, bj ( j  = 1 . . . . .  4) denote the vertices of K4,4. Alternative- 
ly, a slight alteration of [6, Fig. 3] yields the same: all that is needed is to drop the 
rightmost interval from [6, Fig. 3].) 
Lemma 1. Let x be an arbitrary vertex of  g2k,2 k (k e N). Then there exists a re- 
presentation f o f  K2k '2k such that [ f(o) I = k for  each vertex v ~ x, [ f (x)  [ = k + 1 and, 
furthermore, x has a broken end in f.  
b4 bl b2 bl b2 b3 b~ b3 b4=x 
al a2 a3 a4 al a2 a3 a4 
Fig. 1. 
The proof of our theorem is based on the above Lemma 1 and on a refinement 
of the techniques introduced by Griggs in his proof of [4, Theorem 3]. Indeed, 
Griggs noticed in his paper [4, p. 38] that "the techniques used to prove Theorem 
3 may shed light on this (Trotter's) conjecture". Furthermore, the following lemma 
is useful. 
Lemma 2. Let G and H be graphs which conta& no tr&ngles and assume that 
V(G) = V(H) and E(G) C_E(H). Then i (G)<i(H).  
We omit the proof since the argument presented in [4, Case 1] may serve as the 
proof of Lemma 2. Moreover, we mention that Lemma 2 can be used to shorten 
the first part of the proof of [4, Theorem 3]: by application of Lemma 2 one can 
easily show that the Cases 2 and 3 of the proof of [4, Theorem 3] need no separate 
consideration since it is sufficient to settle Case 4. (This will become apparent 
further down in the proof of our theorem.) 
Theorem. Let IV(G)[ =4k and G~g2k,2 k (ke  N). Then i (G)<k.  
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k= 1, the theorem clearly holds. So 
assume that k > 2 and that the theorem is true for all values less than k. Let n := 4k. 
I f  G is disconnected, then i(G)<_ k since we can apply [4, Theorem 3] to each of the 
components of G. Thus let G be connected. (Hereafter we no longer refer to the fact 
that G is connected; however, the reader will notice that several times this fact is 
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used implicitly.) 
Our proof is organized similarly to the proof of Griggs [4, Theorem 3]. Starting 
from the top of page 39 of [4], we shall follow the line of the proof there. The reader 
will find that each part of the present proof has a counterpart in the proof of [4, 
Theorem 3]. There are even some parts which are, except for some minor altera- 
tions, the same as the corresponding parts in [4]. In this case, we leave the details 
of the proof to the reader. Recall that, throughout, familiarity with the details of 
[4] is assumed. 
If  G is bipartite, then our theorem is well-known. (See [4, p. 38]. For com- 
pleteness, the bipartite case is also settled below.) If  G contains an odd cycle, then 
we shall distinguish between certain subcases each of which depends on the follow- 
ing argument. Let S be a subset of V(G) such that IS] = 4. Put S' := V(G) \ S and 
let G'  be the graph that is induced by S' in G. Let F be the set of all edges in G which 
are incident with at least one vertex of S; let further F '  be the set of edges of G that 
have both endpoints in V(G[F]), and let f be a representation f some F" for which 
F c F"c_ F ' .  (Hereafter, we shall call a representation like this "a  representation f
all edges involving S" ;  the reader will find that in most parts of our forthcoming 
discussion F=F".) Suppose that f has the following three properties. 
(pl) [f(o)[<_k for each o~S. 
(p2) If(o)] = 1 for each v e S' which has a neighbor in S. 
(p3) There exists some vertex xeS '  such that either x is not in the domain o f f  
(i.e., x has no neighbor in S) or x has a broken end b in f. 
Then i(G)<_k can be obtained as follows. Note that I V(G')I =4(k -1) ;  thus, in 
case that G'~K2(k_ l ) ,2 (k_ l )  , we can use the induction hypothesis to find 
i(G')<_k-1. Note further that (pl) and (pl) imply that i(G)<_max(k,i(G')+ 1).
Hence i(G) <_ k if G '~ K2( k_ l~,2(k- l~- If, on the other hand, G '~ K2( k_ l~.2(k- 1~, then 
pick a vertex x ~ S' as in (p3). By Lemma 1, there exists a representation g of G'  such 
that Ig(x)l =k, Ig(o)l =k-  1 (o~ex) and, in addition, x has a broken end c in g. I f  
x has no neighbor in S, then i(G) <_ k clearly follows, since w.l.o.g, we may assume 
that no interval of f intersects an interval of g. I f  x has a broken end b in f ,  then 
note that w.l.o.g, we can assume that b is the rightmost point of f and that c is the 
leftmost point of g. In addition, we can choose f and g such that c = b. Now, in the 
obvious sense, the rightmost interval of f and the leftmost interval of g can be 
pasted together to obtain a single x-interval. This reduces by one the number of x- 
intervals involved in the present construction. Then i(G)<_ k follows immediately. 
Thus it remains to show how an appropriate S c_ V(G) together with a correspond- 
ing representation f can be found. In the following, we shall always use the letters 
S, S', G',f, x in the sense in which they were introduced in the preceeding paragraphs. 
In particular, fwi l l  always denote a representation f all edges involving S such that 
f has the desired properties (pl), (p2) and (p3). Moreover when we use the symbol 
S', it will always be clear from the context o which particular set S we refer. 
Case 1. G is bipartite. Edges can be added to G, if necessary, to make a complete 
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bipartite graph H, say H-~Ks, t (s + t = 4k). Then i(G) < i(H) by Lemma 2. Applica- 
tion of [11, Theorem 2] yields i (H)= F(st + 1)/(s + t) 7 , which, in case that s :~ t, im- 
plies that i (G)<k. If s= t= 2k, then (because G~K2k,2k) there exists an edge e of 
H such that G is a subgraph of H-e .  By Lemma 2, i (G)< i (H-e) .  This yields 
i(G) < k, since i (H -e )< k. (This can easily be shown by a method similar to the one 
which yields Lemma 1: for example, deleting the rightmost interval from Fig. 1 
yields an appropriate representation f g4,a-e.  )
In the proof of [4, Theorem 3], the following two cases where considered. 
Case 2. G contains an odd cycle C on j_> 9 vertices and no smaller odd cycles. 
Case 3. G contains a 7-cycle C and no smaller odd cycles. 
In these cases let j=  IV(C)] and label the vertices of C by 1,2, 3 . . . . .  j in order 
along the cycle. Then there is no edge of G between the vertices 1 and 5, and, fur- 
thermore, there is no vertex in G which is adjacent to both 1 and 5. (In either case, 
there would be an odd cycle of G which has size less than j.) Let H be the graph 
that results from G by adding an edge between 1 and 5. Then H contains a 5-cycle 
and no triangle. In particular, i(G)<_i(H) by Lemma 2. Hence the Cases 2 and 3 
are settled in case that we have settled the following. 
Case 4. G contains a 5-cycle and no smaller odd cycles. We can proceed as in the 
corresponding case of [4] except for some modifications which are described below. 
We adopt all notations of [4, Case 4]; in particular, S= {1, 2, 3, 4} is defined as in 
[4, Case 4]. We also adopt the whole Fig. 4 of [4], i.e., the representation f the 
vertices of S remains the same as that of [4, Case 4]. Further, the proof that in this 
construction at most k intervals are used per vertex in S can still be carried out as 
in [4]. (Checking this, the reader will find that the inequality IP41 _< 2k-  3, as well 
as its counterpart IPl l_<2k- 3, is still valid if n =4k instead of n =4k-  1. Note fur- 
ther that the statement made in [4, p. 41] that IP4l_<2k-3 holds "with equality 
only if IPs] = 2k -  3" is no longer true for n = 4k instead of n = 4k -  1; but this does 
not affect the present proof since this statement is a casual remark of [4] which is 
nowhere used.) 
To represent the edges between vertices of S and S' a modification of [4] is 
necessary. For j = 1, 2, 3, 4 let Ij be the unique j-interval of [4, Fig. 4] which has 
non-empty intersection with some other interval of [4, Fig. 4]. Let d be the left end- 
point of the leftmost interval in [4, Fig. 4]. We construct the desired representation 
f in two steps. First, represent all edges between vertices of S and S' as described 
in [4], but doing this, obey the following additional rule. For vertices o outside S 
adjacent o only one single je  S, put the corresponding o-interval inside Ij. This 
yields a representation f *  of all edges involving S. Note that P13UPI4:#0 since 
5 E PI4- Among all y-intervals of f *  for which y e P13 UPI4, let I be the one that is 
leftmost. Then, by an appropriate left extension of I, it can be achieved that d is 
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an inner point of I. Note that this yields a representation f of all edges involving 
S which has all desired properties; in particular, (p3) holds since I has a broken end 
in f .  
Case 5. G contains a triangle. This case is split into three subcases bearing the same 
headlines as the cases (a), (b), (c) of [4, p. 42]. We shall use constructions similar 
to construction 1, 2 of [4]. In the discussion of these constructions as well as in all 
subcases of Case 5, we adopt the notations used in the corresponding parts of [4]. 
Construction I .  Adopting the suppositions of the first paragraph of [4, Construc- 
tion 1], we shall distinguish between the two cases PIaUP24~I~I and PInUP24=O. 
I f  PI4 U P24 :# ~, then represent the edges between vertics in S as shown in [4, Fig. 
7]. Further, represent the edges between vertices of S and vertices of S' as described 
in [4], being careful that, for a certain o e P~4UP24, the correspond o-interval I is 
placed across the rightmost gap between a 4-interval and a pair of 1- and 2-intervals. 
This yields a representation f *  of all edges involving S. Now extend I to the right 
so that it contains the right endpoint of the rightmost interval for 4. The right end- 
point of I is now a broken end as required by (p3). This yields f as desired. 
I f  PI4UP24=0, then represent the edges between vertices in S as shown in Fig. 




3 1 2 3 4 
Fig. 2. 
Recall that P13=P23=P14=P24=O. Consequently, there is no oeS '  which has 
more than two neighbors in S, and each o e S' which has exactly two neighbors in 
S must be either in PI2 or/'34- Pick a fixed xeS '  which has at least one neighbor 
in S. If x is adjacent o only a single j eS ,  then represent the edge between x and 
j by placing an x-interval I such that I and I) overlap and I has empty intersection 
with all other intervals of Fig. 2. If on the other hand xePvu (v= 1 or 3 and 
/z - v + 1), then represent the edges between x and S by placing an x-interval I such 
that I contains the common endpoint of I v and I u as an inner point; as above take 
care that I has empty intersection with all intervals of Fig. 2 except for Iv, I~ and, 
further, that no interval of Fig. 2 is contained in I. 
Represent as follows all other vertices o e S' which have a neighbor in S. Depend- 
ing on whether o ~ P12 or o ~ P34 or o is adjacent o only a single j e S, place a small 
o-interval inside the unused portion of I1 \ 13 or 14 or Ij. 
Be careful to choose all o-intervals (o e S') involved in this construction to be pair- 
wise disjoint. This yields f as desired. 
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Construction 2. Adopting the suppositions of the first paragraph of [4, Construc- 
tion 21, we distinguish between the two cases I P141_ 4k -5  and ]Pl4l = 4k -4 .  
If IP l41<4k-5,  then we can proceed as in [4, Construction 2]. This yields a 
representation f *  of all edges involving S such that (i) f *  represents the vertices of 
S either as shown in [4, Fig. 8] or as in a modified version of [4, Fig. 8] which results 
from [4, Fig. 8] by changing all 2-intervals to 3-intervals and vice versa, and (ii) f *  
represents he edges between S and S' as described in [4, Construction 2]. W.l.o.g. 
assume that the former of the two possibilities of (i) holds. It remains to change f *  
into a representation f which has the desired properties. 
Note that I P,41 _< 4k-  5 implies S' \ P14 ~ 0. If N(X) = 0 for a certain x e S', then 
simply choose f *  to be the desired f ;  this completes the construction as desired since 
(p3) trivially holds. If N(x)= {3} for a certain xeS' ,  then we may assume w.l.o.g. 
that the corresponding interval Ie f*(x)  is placed inside the right side of the 
rightmost interval in [4, Fig. 8] and that I is rightmost among all o-intervals oe S'. 
Then an appropriate right extension of ! yields a representation f with the desired 
properties. A similar argument applies to the case that N(o) ~ {3} for each o e S' and 
N(x)={2,3} for a certain xeS' .  Thus we may assume that, for each oES ' \P I4  , 
N(o) is one of the sets {1},{2},{4},{1,2},{1,3},{2,4},{3,4}. Now, drop the 
rightmost 3-interval from f*  and, in order to represent the edge between 2 and 3, 
insert a new 3-interval J inside the leftmost 2-interval of f* ,  taking care that J in- 
tersects no other intervals beside this 2-interval and its corresponding 1-interval. 
Because N(o) -¢: {3}, {2,3} for each o e S', this results into a representation f**  of all 
edges involving S. Using f**  instead o f f *  and arguing as above, one can settle the 
following four cases. 
(1) N(x) = {2} for a certain xe  S'. 
(2) N(o)~{2} for each oeS '  and N(x)={2,4} for a certain xeS' .  
(3) N(x) = { 1 } for a certain x e S'. 
(4) N(o):#{1} for each oeS'  and N(x)={1,3} for a certain xeS' .  
Thus it remains to consider the case that, for each o e S ' \  PI4, N(o) is one of the 
sets {4}, { 1, 2}, {3, 4}. In this case, modify f**  as follows. Change all 1-intervals of 
f **  into 4-intervals and all 4-intervals into 1-intervals, and leave all 2-, 3- and o- 
intervals (o~PI4) as in f**. Thereafter, drop all o-intervals of f **  for which 
o 6 S' \ PI4 and insert new o-intervals, oe S' \ Pin, as follows. If N(o) = {4}, then 
place a o-interval inside the left side of the leftmost 4-interval; if 
N(o) = {3, 4}({ 1, 2}), then place o inside the overlap of the two leftmost (rightmost) 
intervals. Then, by means of appropriate xtensions, the remaining cases can be 
settled as above. 
4 1 
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Next, assume that IP~4I : 4k -4 .  In this case represent the edges between vertices 
in S as shown in Fig. 3. Recall that IPlal = 4k -4  implies that, for each o e S', N(o) 
is one of the sets { 1, 4}, { 1, 2, 4}, { 1, 3, 4}. Further, note that t = 2k -  2, which is exact- 
ly the number of 1-4 gaps in Fig. 3. Represent the edges between vertices of S and 
S' by placing intervals for both o i and oi+ t over the same 1-4 gap (i = 1 . . . . .  t) doing 
everything just as described in [4, Construction 2]. Note that, proceeding like this, 
we have no problems imilar to the problem of [4, Construction 2] concerning the 
rightmost 1-4 gap of [4, Fig. 8]. This yields a representation f *  of all edges involving 
S such that If*(o)[ <_k(oeS)  and If*(o)l-- I(o~S'). It remains to properly modify 
f *  into a representation f for which (p3) holds. Let J be the leftmost 3-interval of 
Fig. 3 and let I be one of the two x-intervals (x e S') that are placed over the leftmost 
1-4 gap of Fig. 3. I f  possible, choose I such that I and J have non-empty intersec- 
tion. Then, in case that InJ--/:o, an appropriate left extension of I yields f as 
desired. In case that I n J=o ,  just delete J from Fig. 3 and then extend I. This also 
yields f as desired. This completes the discussion of Construction 2. 
Case 5(a). G contains a triangle, but no kites or K4's. Note that the arguments used 
in the lines 19-31 [4, p. 45] remain valid for n =4k  instead of n =4k-  1, except for 
some minor alterations as changing the equality n - 5 -- 4k -  6 into n - 5 = 4k -  5. In 
particular, we can pick a vertex 6 e (P14 UP24)n (/°25 uP35). 
Since 6 cannot be adjacent o two or more of the vertices in { 1, 2, 3} (this would 
make a kite or a K4), we conclude from 66(PI4UP24)A(P25UP35) that 6 is adja- 
cent to each of the vertices 2, 4, 5 (Fig. 4). Consider the remaining 4k -  6 unlabelled 
vertices. Each of these vertices is adjacent o at most one of the vertices { 1, 2, 3}. 
Consequently, there exists a vertex j s  {1,2,3} such that j is adjacent o at most 
t : = / (4k -  6 ) /3 /o f  the unlabelled vertices. It follows that at most t + 2 vertices out- 
side S= {j,4,5,6} are adjacent o j .  Since t+2_<2k-2 ,  Construction 1 can be ap- 





Case 5(b). G contains a kite but no K 4. This case can be settled arguing as in the 
corresponding case of [4]; all that is needed is to make the following two minor 
changes which do not affect the validity of the proof. (i) In line 9 [4, p. 46], change 
2k -3  into 2k -2  and (ii) in line 15 [4, p. 46], change 4k -6  into 4k -5 .  
Case 5(c). G contains a K4. For each o~S= {1,2,3,4}, let N(o) be the set of 
neighbors of o in S. Let r := min{ IN(o)[ : o E S', N(o) :~ 13}. W.l.o.g. we may assume 
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the following, which can be achieved by a relabelling of the vertices in S (if 
necessary). 
(,) There exists a vertex ES '  such that N(x)= {i~S : 1 <i<r} if r *3  and 
N(x)= {2,3,4} if r=3.  
Now, represent the edges between vertices of S as shown in [4, Fig. 12] and repre- 
sent all edges between S and S' as described in [4, Case 5(c)]. This yields a represen- 
tation f*  of all edges involving S. Pick a vertex as in (.) such that the correspond- 
ing interval Ie f* (x)  is leftmost among all y-intervals (y ~ S') for which N(y) = N(x). 
Then it follows from (*) together with the construction of f *  (see [4, Fig. 12]) that 
I is leftmost among all o-intervals, o~ S'. Further, if r:~3, then an appropriate l ft 
extension of I yieldsf as desired. In case that r = 3, delete the leftmost 1-interval of 
[4, Fig. 12] and then extend I. This also yields f as desired. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. [] 
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